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PRESIDENt’S MESSAGE

Keep the Spring Conference
Momentum Going
I

was thankful for the opportunity to speak
with many of you at the APWA-Washington Chapter Spring Conference in Tacoma
in April. I saw people enjoying new and
old connections, gathering new ideas at
technical sessions, and learning about new
products and technology at our exhibitor
booths. We also had fun playing basketball
and climbing stairs.
The conference had a record attendance of more than 530 people, along with
the largest sponsorship support of any
conference. This reaffirms that the APWAWashington Chapter is the organization of
choice for public works professionals, and
that we provide the best return for your
training dollars.
It was invigorating to see the enthusiasm and passion all of the attendees
have for the public works industry and our
chapter. Our theme – Connect • Create
• Construct for our Communities – was
evident in the way the attendees embraced
all aspects of the conference. I hope to
see the same at our Fall Conference in
Wenatchee this October. It will again be a
program you don’t want to miss. And you
must see the equipment rodeo!
Conference reflected priorities
As I mentioned in my first President’s Message, we are focusing on three priorities
this year: increasing the engagement and
size of our membership, prioritizing the
investments we make as a chapter, and
supporting our committees as they take on
the continued implementation of our strategic goals and strategies. These priorities
were reflected at the Spring Conference.
Membership: Having an engaged
membership is key to being the best
chapter. As I walked around the Spring
Conference, I saw public works professionals coming together to share ideas
with the goal of advancing the industry as
well as our individual organizations. We
had our largest attendance of members at

a conference engaging in the educational
and networking opportunities.
I also saw future APWA members
learning about our industry, as a group of
college and high school students joined
us at the conference. These students,
along with our emerging professionals,
are the future of our organization, so I was
pleased to see them exploring our chapter
and finding out how we can support their
career development.
Our membership is growing as well, and
I am thrilled to announce that in April, we
topped the 1,500 mark for the first time.
The efforts of Eric Smith and the Membership Committee are paying off and we
appreciate their work!
Investments: Our second focus is to
prioritize all of our great ideas, so we can
make sure we are using our resources
to our best advantage. We have hired a
company that assists with conference
planning, and it paid off at the Tacoma
conference. Thanks to Meeting Visions,
Conference Chair Lauren Behm, and the
planning committee, things ran efficiently. I
have heard from many attendees that they
were impressed by the professionalism of
the conference, and pleased with elements
such as the facility, meals, conference
materials, and room set-ups.
Our new marketing and communication
consultant, Lilt of Tacoma, was in attendance to get a feel for our conferences,
committees and the organization. This
company was recently hired to assist all of

Toby Rickman
2014 Chapter President

our committees in getting messages out
about our meetings, workshops, training
sessions, and conferences. You’ll be hearing more about their goals and objectives
in the coming months.
Committees: The energy of our committees was apparent at the conference.
Each committee met to discuss their goals
and objectives, along with technical session
ideas that can be considered for the Fall
Conference. I enjoyed seeing a room full of
engaged, passionate committee members
planning for the future of our organization.
A special thank you needs to go to Jim
Rioux and the Government Affairs Committee for bringing to our Thursday Luncheon
such a dynamic speaker as Congressman
Denny Heck. He truly inspired the chapter,
knowing that our top elected officials recognize your value and support our industry.
I hope the momentum from the conference will continue throughout the year as we
work together to construct a better public
works industry. I encourage you to take
the time to reach out to your new and old
connections, implement the new ideas you
learned at the technical sessions, and join
the committee that focuses on your passion.
Thank you again to everyone that supported the Spring Conference, from the
planning teams, to the sponsors, to the
attendees. I’m excited by what I saw at the
conference, and I encourage you to keep
our theme – Connect • Create • Construct
for our Communities – in mind as we build
a better public works industry.

“I encourage you to take the time
to reach out to your new and old connections,
implement the new ideas you learned at the
technical sessions, and join the committee
that focuses on your passion.”
summer 2014
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Association News

New and Returning Members
February through April 2014

Sean M. Bauer, Public Works Operations Water Superintendent,
City of Kent
Nick Bemis, Maintenance Technician, Thurston County
Public Works
David A. Brock, Public Works Operations Manager, City of Kent
Mark A. Burrus, Senior Project Manager
Tony Doucette, Surface Water Management Engineer,
City of Federal Way

Nancy Davidson, Professional Engineer, City of Snoqualmie
Aaron Halverson, Public Works Department,
City of Lake Forest Park
Cody Hart, Principal Engineer, Reichhardt & Ebe Engineering Inc.
Susan Larson, Student, Seattle University
Cheryl Ooka, Manager Of Contract Administration,
City of Shoreline
E. R. Patterson, Washington Practice Lead, Buckland & Taylor

Donna Eaton, Road Operations Crew Chief, Thurston County
Public Works

Steven Allen Read, PE, Materials Engineering, City of Seattle

Ronald R. Green, Fleet Superintendent, City of Kent

Denis F. Ryan, Operations Manager, City of Camas

Gene Greenfield, Street Maintenance Crew Supervisor,
City of Federal Way

Kent T. Smith, Assistant Civil Engineer, City of Lakewood

Craig May, Construction Inspection Supervisor, City of Tacoma

Tyler Michael Daniels, Student, Seattle University

Tom Mohr, Project Engineer, Blueline

Matt J. Jainga, CPII, Civil Inspector, KBA Inc.

Catherine Otten, Senior Analyst, FCS Group

Robert Lindskov, City Engineer, City of Covington

Nick J. Patrick, Sr, Managing Member, Trenchless
Pipe Repairs LLC

Shane A. Nilles, Engineering Technician, City of Cheney

Steve Powell, Maintenance Technician, Thurston County
Public Works
Carol A. Powers, Staff Engineer, Kennedy/Jenks Consultants
Gregory A. Reed, Utility Superintendent, City of Kent

Michele Patricia Cusick, Student, Gonzaga University

Robert Norman, G-9
Tarelle J. Osborn, President/Principal Engineer,
Osborn Consulting, Inc.
Cos Roberts, President, Urban Tech Systems

Kevin F. Renz, Division Manager, Skagit County, WA

Laura Ruppert, P.E., Water Resources Project Manager,
Osborn Consulting, Inc.

Amy Scarton, Assistant Secretary, Washington DOT

Scott B. Szendre, Field Engineer II, City of Kennewick

Chad Schulhauser, Engineering Service Director,
City of Mountlake Terrace

Andrew B. Thompson, Senior Project Manager, Granite
Construction Company

Don Shcmitt, Street/Storm Superintendent, City of Chehalis
William B. Thomas, Street Superintendent, City of Kent
Blake A. Ambler, Project Manager,
Granite Construction Company
Stan Berryman, Public Works Director, City of Langley
James M. Brisbine, PE, Sr. Associate Geotechnical Engineer,
Associated Earth Sciences Inc.
Lauren Broudy, Public Works Department,
City of Lake Forest Park

Transitions
Otak, Inc., announced recently that Matthew Ellis and Darwin
Allen have joined Otak. They will be working out of the firm’s
Kirkland, Washington office.
David Winter of Hart Crowser, Inc. was named Chairman of the
Washington State chapter of the American Council of Engineering
Companies (ACEC-WA)

Paul Candler, Associate Civil Engineer 1, City of Lakewood

summer 2014
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Washington State Chapter APWA
2014 Calendar of Events
Board Meetings

Public Works Institute

Contact Toby Rickman at 253-798-4050 or
trickma@co.pierce.wa.us

Call John Ostrowski 360-573-7594 or
ostrowj@pacifier.com

June 6, 2014
Yakima Canyon River Ranch, 9:00 a.m.
October 8, 2014
Wenatchee Convention Center, 7:00 a.m.
December 5, 2014
Bear Creek Country Club,
Woodinville, 9:00 a.m.
Area Meeting West
Call Courtney McFadden 425-739-4211 or
courtney.mcfadden@otak.com
December 5, 2014
Bear Creek Country Club,
Woodinville, 11:30 a.m.

Mark your calendars for the
2014 NWPI Workshops. All are held
at the Holiday Inn in Issaquah
Public Works Leadership Skills,
September 23-26, 2014
Registration will be available January
6th, 2014 for all workshops. Maximum
class size is 40 students. Cost is
$500 per workshop per student.
Scholarships from WCIA are available
for member agencies. (Contact WCIA
Member Services: 206-687-7897:
katiem@wciapool.org)
Training Events
http://www.apwa-wa.org/training/chapter.htm
MPAC, CM and CASC

June 6, 2014
Yakima Canyon River Ranch, 11:30 a.m.
Call Mike Roberts 206-971-2685 or
mroberts@anchorqea.com

Annual APWA/AGC
Golf Tournament
August 8, 2014
1:00 p.m. Shotgun Start Avalon Golf
Links, Burlington, WA
Contact: Jon Warren at 425-519-6549 or
jpwa@deainc.com

April 4-8
Vancouver Hilton
Oct. 4-7
Spokane Convention Center
2017
April 4-7
Tacoma Convention Center
Oct. 2-6
Kennewick,
Three Rivers Convention Center
2018
April 16-20
Vancouver Hilton
Oct. 1-5
Wenatchee Convention Center
2019

Area Meeting East
Call Kirk Holmes 509-962-7523 or
Kirk.holmes@co.kittitas.wa.us

2016

APWA Congress
The Best Show in Public Works
http://www.apwa.net/
August 17-20, 2014
Canada Metro Toronto
Convention Centre

April 23-26
Tacoma Convention Center
Oct. 6-11
Yakima Convention Center
2020

August 30-September 2, 2015
Phoenix Convention Center, Phoenix, AZ

April 17-20
Vancouver Hilton

Chapter Conferences:

Oct. 6-9
Spokane Convention Center

2014 Fall Conference
Wenatchee Convention Center,
October 7-10, 2014
Contact Ruta Jones at 509-888-3202,
rjones@wenatcheewa.gov
2015
March 31-April 3
Tacoma Convention Center
October 26-30
Yakima Convention Center
Spokane, Washington
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Kristen Betty, KBA President,
Named WTS Puget Sound Chapter
Woman of the Year
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
& ENGINEERING

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

T

he Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS) Puget Sound Chapter has named KBA
Founder and President Kristen Betty as its 2014 Woman of the Year.
The WTS Woman of the Year award honors a woman who is a leader in transportation,
who has made an outstanding contribution to the transportation industry, and who has
directly contributed to the advancement of women and minorities through programs or
opportunities in the transportation field. In addition, the award recognizes a woman who
through her career achievements and support of women in the industry has advanced the
reputation and credibility of women in transportation.
Kristen Betty founded KBA in 1994, and for 20 years she has led the firm through
continued success and growth – from a one-person company to 65 construction
management professionals today. Under her skillful leadership, KBA has worked on more
than $5 billion of some of the region’s most sensitive, technically challenging, and highly
visible public works projects, the majority of which are transportation related.
Bellevue-based KBA, Inc. is celebrating its 20th year of providing continuous SMART
& STRATEGIC® construction management services for public and private clients in the
Pacific Northwest. Visit their website at www.kbacm.com.

PERMITTING
& COMPLIANCE

AIR QUALITY
& NOISE

WATER
RESOURCES

STORMWATER

Landau Associates helps
public agencies and their
consultant teams to work
cleaner, greener, and to
create new possibilities.
Put three decades of local
experience to work on
your next project.
OFFICES
WASHINGTON EDMONDS SEATTLE TACOMA
OLYMPIA SPOK ANE OREGON PORTL AND

www.landauinc.com
(800) 552-5957
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Jim Shannon presented Award of Merit

J

im Shannon, associate fisheries biologist in Hart Crowser’s
Edmonds, Washington office, has been presented the Award
of Merit from the Washington-British Columbia Chapter of the
American Fisheries Society. The award is presented to an individual
who has made substantial contributions to the success of the
chapter. Shannon was recognized for his years of service to the

“The award is presented to
an individual who has made
substantial contributions to
the success of the chapter.”
chapter’s executive committee and for being the chairperson of the
annual 5 kilometer Spawning Run for five consecutive years.
He began as Newsletter Editor of the Chapter in 2006 and became
Vice President in 2008, president-elect in 2009, President in 2010,
and Past-President in 2011. He continues his involvement by chairing
the Spawning Run for the 2015 conference in Vancouver, BC.
Shannon says, “The American Fisheries Society makes a
difference by helping build fisheries knowledge, providing a means
for colleagues to share perspectives, and connecting students and
young professionals with mentors.”

Bringing Award-Winning Innovation to the Region . . .

g
gineerin
ACEC En
ce —
Excellen
ward in
Grand A
rtation
Transpo

NE 137th/138th Avenue Improvements | Vancouver

Commercial Diving

Marine Construction

Environmental Services

MORE THAN JUST A DIVING COMPANY
www.gdiving.com | info@gdiving.com | 24 hr 1-800-441-3483
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CIVIL ENGINEERING / STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
PLANNING / LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE / SURVEYING

Additional photos can be found at http://www.apwa-wa.org/meetings

“High energy. Fun. Innovative.
Best networking ever. Great technical
sessions.”
These are only a few of the glowing
terms that can describe the Washington
Chapter’s Spring Conference at the Greater
Tacoma Convention Center. A record
number of attendees of all ages from high
school and college students to, well, old
fogies like me, had a fantastic time.
Envision if you will…
• You are first of all impressed by the
well-organized and efficient registration
process.

• In no time at all, you have your packet
and the all-important nametag. Then you
espy the Diversity Committee booth with all
the fun disguise paraphernalia and unleash
your inner thespian.
• But, wait, what’s this? Nametag
badge ribbons at the APWA Booth. Hey
I’ve got to get a few of those.

Conference

Spring Conference 2014

By John Carpita

• Even MRSC’s Josh Mahar got into the
spirit of things:

Let our knowledgeable sales team help you with your next project.
Rentals, service & sales with the largest fleet of melters in the Pacific Northwest.

Available at our offices in Seattle, Spokane & Portland.
800.953.6490 • www.specialasphalt.com • info@ specialasphalt.com
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• Then grab some ROADEO booth
swag and start to network!

• Networking was never easier, with all
sorts of places to sit, stand or just gather.

• Imagine, if you will, most of the folks
who do the behind-the-scenes heavy
lifting in the Washington Chapter – your
committee members – in the same room
at the same time! Wednesday’s committee meetings were well attended and each
table was bursting with enthusiasm.

• Wednesday’s kickoff luncheon kept the
momentum going with a keynote speech
by Eric Haseltine, PhD, author of the book
Long Fuse, Big Bang: How to achieve longterm success through daily victories. He is a
former intelligence officer and entertainment
executive who was formally trained as a
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neuroscientist. He has applied new discoveries about the human brain to diverse fields
such as aerospace technology, virtual reality,
special effects, and most recently, intelligence and national security matters.
• After lunch is when more innovation
kicked in: five tracks of technical sessions
AND a room set aside for forums and
discussions by groups such as the past
presidents, public works directors, maintenance managers, etc. Technical sessions
were many (35) and varied, all interesting
and informative.
• Three of them piqued my interest. The
first was a presentation on using goats to
control weeds and unwanted vegetation (see
the ASK MRSC section in this magazine).
• The second was a presentation by
Christopher Ott, City of Tacoma, on
turn of the 20th century wooden water
wagons, complete with a real live water
wagon on display in the Exhibit Hall and
a collection of water wagon postcards
from the temperance movement era
(“Just fell off the wagon.”).
• The third presentation was humbling, in
a way. Several students from Caverelo
MidHigh STEM School demonstrated
projects that they had recently
completed. One of those projects was
to design a child’s toy from scratch,
which they did, and then – printed it
out on a 3D printer! Another student
demonstrated his contest-wining robot.

• Given the sometimes rainy weather
and traffic in Tacoma, conference innovators
substituted a vertical fun run for the outdoor
version. Participants ran (are they crazy?) up
20 floors of stairs in the Hotel Murano.
• Wednesday’s Exhibitors meet and
greet social also included the silent auction
for the scholarship fund. For the past
few years, the auction has also included
one of Don Huling’s exquisite handcrafted
scale models of large, exotic construction
cranes. This year’s crane was bought by
Al Rasband, Executive VP of Malcolm Drilling’s NW district for $3,000.

• And talk about Exhibitors! 100 of them.
All with colorful booths, lots of great information, and cool giveaways. Another innovation
at this conference is the Exhibitors Solutions
Theater, a chance for exhibitors to showcase
the unique solutions they provide.

• US Representative Denny Heck, 10th
Congressional District, spoke passionately
of the need for increased funding for public
works of all kinds and also highlighted rulemaking activities (EPA and other agencies)
that will impact public works projects.

• Thursday’s luncheon introduced to
the world a sure to be award winning
singing duo. Lauren Behm and Pat Brodin
performed a flawless rendition of the Star
Spangled Banner. Pat noted later that he
couldn’t find sheet music that matched
their blended vocal ranges, so he made his
own in, of all things, Microsoft Excel.

• Thursday night’s banquet featured
EnJoy Productions with their madcap
combination of comedy and acrobatic
feats. One “competition” had the contestants given a roll of tinfoil and told to make
the longest radio antenna they could with
the foil. One team member wrapped herself in the tinfoil from head to foot and had
a three-foot extension above. Of course
that team won, but then they were told to
take the antennal to another location in
the ballroom. No problem. Her teammate
threw her over her shoulder and carried
her to the new location.
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Using EXCEL spreadsheet to write
music. At the APWA Area Meeting West
in December (2013) Lauren Behm and I
talked about how we both sang, and she
suggested doing the National Anthem
as a duet. Lauren is a rich alto-soprano
2 and I am a baritone/bass. About
a month later, I shopped around for
music that was arranged for a multiple
vocal harmony including instrumental.
Anything that I could find was written
starting on the note F. In contrast, Lauren starts on middle C and I start in the
same key one octave lower. It became
apparent that the Star Spangled Banner
would need to be transposed and written in the lower key.
About two months before the Spring
Conference, I set about transposing
the song using a recycled music book
from my kid’s high school band days.
Once I did the melody, I decided to
write a harmony that fit my bass range.
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After plunking it out on the keyboard and
repetitive corrections, I decided I needed
something that was clear to read, could
be printed, and e-mailed to Lauren, so
I turned to Excel. I figured I could make
the column width look like a measure and
darken the row lines to mimic a musical
score. I’m sure there may be add-ons, but
in the interest of time, I decided to build it
from the ground up. The graphic drawing
elements were simple, a solid circle for
eighth and quarter notes, and a hollow
circle for half and full notes. Later I just
added a stem, which is nothing more than
a thickened straight line. Adding a curved
squiggle would turn a quarter note into
an eighth note. Drawing elements can be
grouped into a single graphic symbol and
further copied and positioned for quick
new measures in the arrangement.
Lauren and I practiced the new
arrangement using my electronic keyboard
and settled on a melody and harmony
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that took advantage of each of our
vocal strengths. The Star Spangled
Banner is one of the more difficult
songs for many vocalists, and we
took advantage of using harmony on
notes that we were most comfortable
with. At the conference, I brought my
electronic keyboard for tuning and
practicing even though we sang it (w/o
music) a capelin. I had time during
the morning to write the chords and
instrumental accompaniment. The
chords became another new tab in
my spreadsheet program. I used the
pre-built musical graphics to develop
four parts: alto melody, bass I harmony,
bass II harmony, and the instrumental
accompaniment. That’s how the whole
thing ended up. I took piano lessons as
a kid but I never guessed that I would
one day be writing music using tools
that I work with routinely in my job as
an engineer.
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By Travis Dutton

T

he City of Tacoma has more to
boast about than co-hosting
the 2014 APWA Washington
Spring Conference. It is also home to
the champions of the 2014 Emerging
Professionals 3-on-3 Basketball
Tournament. Darius Thompson, Charles
Wilson, Dan Seabrands and Dan Soderlind
represented the City of Tacoma and ran
rampant through the brackets, remaining
undefeated through five games to claim
the title as tournament victors.
All in all, 30 players from public works
agencies and consultants across the state

participated in the quest for half-court
basketball domination. Some players came
with teams already formed. Others were
introduced to new teammates on the spot.
Some came with years of experience.
Others had not played in ages... or ever.
By the end of the night, everyone was
exhausted, happy, and had made new
friends and acquaintances.
Among the participants was the
infamous Public Works Man, who took
time out of his public service duties to
provide inspiration and demonstrate
his superhuman defensive skills. One

participant was overheard commenting,
“It was a shame that Washington Chapter
President Toby Rickman wasn’t here to
meet Public Works Man. I think they would
have gotten along.”
Wenatchee’s October conference will be
the next opportunity at APWA basketball
glory as the Emerging Professionals will
again be hosting the 3-on-3 tournament.
Whether you’re seeking to keep the top
spot, retribution, or just looking to get to
know your professional peers in a fun setting, keep your eyes open for details coming
up. And start working on your free throws.

“I had a great time playing in the
3-on-3 basketball tournament at the
APWA Spring Conference. It was a
fantastic way to get some exercise
while continuing to build relationships!”
Ryan Tuomisto from Associated Earth Sciences

14
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2014 Spring Conference Golf Tournament

Chambers Bay
By Bill Holladay, Stantec, Tournament Chair

T

here was a feeling of excitement
as our group of 132 golfers
approached the clubhouse and
saw the sign “Home of the 2015 US
Open.” To be able to play on the same
course as the top professionals does
not happen very often. The sun hinted of
spring for all of the golfers at our Spring
Conference in Tacoma. Chambers Bay is
a walking only course, so everyone got
plenty of exercise. A few golfers even had
a caddy to carry their clubs and tell them
where every shot should land.

The Scholarship Committee raised some
money for the Scholarship Fund with the
sale of mulligans and string (hence the
low scores). The first-place team this year
was Michael Dacca, John Dacca, Kelly
Pritchard, and Mark Manning with a low
score of 54. Second place, via a tie-breaker,
was Steve True, Jon Davies, Pete Capell
and Tyler Whitehouse with a 56, and third
place went to Rick Powell, Mick Matheson,
Paul Randall-Grutter, and Aaron Blaisdell.
The staff at Chambers Bay was great and
provided us with everything we needed from






bag service and shuttle rides to early practice
on the driving range and dinner assistants.
The pasta dinner, sponsored by URS, was
outstanding and each golfer received a sleeve
of balls at registration provided by Lochner.
We also had some great raffle prizes thanks
to our other generous sponsors, CH2M
Hill, CHS Engineers, JUB Engineers, PACE
Engineers and Stantec.
Please mark your calendars for Tuesday,
October 7, 2014 and join us for the Fall
Conference Tournament at beautiful
Highlander Golf Course in Wenatchee, WA.

Geotechnical & Pavement Engineering
Construction Inspection & Materials Testing
Hydrogeology
GeoEnvironmental

21312 30th Drive SE, Suite 110, Bothell, Washington 98021 | 425.774.0106 | www.hwageo.com
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Environment
Environment
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Environment (Less than $5M)

Donkey Creek and Austin Estuary
Restoration
Owner: City of Gig Harbor
Designer: Parametrix
Contractor: MidMountain Contractors, Inc.
L-R: Maureen Whitaker, City of Gig Harbor;
Kyle Neiman, City of Gig Harbor; Lita Dawn
Stanton, City of Gig Harbor; Stephen
Misiurak, City of Gig Harbor; Jolyn Gillie,
HWA; Janis Gibbard, City of Gig Harbor;
Emily Appleton, City of Gig Harbor; Bill
James, MidMountain Contractors; Jeff
Olsen, City of Gig Harbor; Dan Browning,
MidMountain Contractors; Shannon
Thompson, Parametrix.

Environment ($25M to $75M)

Water Treatment Plant Improvements
Owner: City of Anacortes
Designers: MWH, HDR, Inc.
Contractor: IMCO General Construction
L-R: Allen Fitz, HDR; Greg Pierson, HDR;
Greg Harris, MWH; Matt Reynolds, City
of Anacortes; Brandt Barnes, MWH; Fred
Buckenmeyer, City of Anacortes; Michelle
Grace, City of Anacortes; Scott Hakes,
MWH; Kristina Mclean, MWH; Jamie
LeBlanc, City of Anacortes.
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Sara Junction Slope Stabilization
Owner: Clark County
Designer: Otak, Inc.
Contractor: Columbia Pacific
Construction, Inc.
L-R: Quinn Donnelly, Project Engineer,
OTAK; Don Andrews, Project Manager, Clark
County; Adam Helenberg, Project Manager,
Columbia Pacific Construction, Inc.

I-5 Skagit River Bridge Repair
Owner: WSDOT
Designer: Parsons Brinckerhoff
Contractor: Max J. Kuney
L-R: Max J Kuney, design-builder; Bill
Carter, design consultant PB; Jay Drye,
WSDOT; Larry Biggs, WSDOT.

Centennial Project
Owner: City of Duvall
Designer: KPG
Contractor: Kamins Construction
L-R: Phuong Nguyen, KPG; Steven
Leniszewski, City of Duvall; Shaun Tozer,
City of Duvall; Janessa Donato, KPG.
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Historical

Historical Restoration/Preservation
(Less than $5M)

Emergency

Disaster/Emergency ($5M to $25M)

Emergency

Disaster/Emergency (Less than $5M)
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Transportation

Transportation (Less than $5M)

Oroville Road Engineered Log Jam
Setback Revetment
Owner: Pierce County
Designer: Natural System Design
Contractor: Active Construction, Inc.
L-R: Tom Nelson, Pierce County;
Chris Roberts, Active Construction Inc.;
Trish Byers, Pierce County; Ann Boeholt,
Pierce County, Al Zehni, Pierce County,
Ryan Rutkosky, Pierce County, Tim Abbe,
Natural Systems Design; Frank DeTray,
Active Construction Inc.; Greg Gebhard,
Active Construction Inc.; Toby Rickman,
Pierce County; Ryan Heathers, Active
Construction Inc.; Brian Ziegler,
Pierce County.

Transportation

Transportation ($5M to $25M)

70th Avenue & Valley Avenue East
Widening Project
Owner: City of Fife
Designer: David Evans and Associates
Contractor: Active Construction, Inc.
L-R: Mike Tennant, Superintendant, Active
Construction; Ryan Heathers, Project
Manager, Active Construction; Chris Roberts,
Project Engineer, Active Construction; Dave
Zabell, City Manager, City of Fife; Pat Hulcey,
Deputy Mayor, City of Fife; Ken Gill, Assistant
City Engineer, City of Fife; Ed Heavey,
Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Landau
Associates; Al Tebaldi, Senior Professional
Engineer, David Evans and Associates;
Gordon Nelson, PE, David Evans and
Associates; Mike Clark, Transportation Group
Manager, David Evans and Associates.

Transportation

Transportation $25M to $75)
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I-5/SR 18/SR161 Triangle Interchange
Improvements
Owner: WSDOT
Designer: Berger/ABAM
Contractor: Mowat Construction Company
L-R: Sam Al Mallah, WSDOT Construction
Office; Jilma Jiménez, Berger ABAM; Aleta
Borschowa, Project Engineer, WSDOT
Construction Office; Mike Askarian,
WSDOT Construction Office; Chuck Spry,
Berger ABAM; Jeff Wagner, HartCrowser.
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City of Lake Stevens
Adopts an Integrated
Impact Fee/Concurrency System
Part III

Authors
Mick Monken, P.E., City of Lake Stevens Public Works Director/City Engineer
Ed Gano, P.E., City of Lake Stevens Engineering Technician
Edward Koltonowski, Principal, Gibson Traffic Consultants, Inc., Everett, WA
John Davis, Senior Transportation Planner, Gibson Traffic Consultants, Inc.

Introduction
Sometimes simpler is better, and that was what the City of Lake Stevens was looking for in a new integrated traffic impact fee and
concurrency system. Working with Gibson Traffic Consultants, Inc. (GTC) of Everett, the city got exactly that, a system that is easy
to understand, simple to implement, legally defensible, and easy to update and maintain by the city. In addition, the new program
has received nothing but positive feedback from the development community.

Project Costs
The costs of the needed street system
capacity improvements were estimated
using generally accepted engineering
practices. For the East Lake Stevens
Service Area the costs were assembled
by the City of Lake Stevens Public Works
Director/City Engineer.

Adjustments to project costs
Credit for taxes
As required by the GMA, the aggregated
project costs were adjusted (reduced)
to provide a credit for taxes that are
likely to be paid by new development

that would help pay for the impact
fee projects. This is necessary to
insure that development does not
duplicate payments towards fee
projects, first through impact fees
and then through taxes subsequent
to development. The assumption
is developers or builders will pass
along the cost of the impact fee to
the new residents or businesses that
occupy the developments, and that
the new residents or businesses will
then commence to pay taxes, some
of which may end up as part of the
revenues helping to pay for the impact
fee projects. The methodology used to
derive this credit was described in the
consultant’s Technical Memorandum.

Credit for existing deficiencies
The GMA requires adjustments for existing
deficiencies in the street system. The LOS
analysis and project identification process
determined that there were no existing
LOS deficiencies. Hence, the estimated
costs did not have to be reduced to
account for any improvements necessary
to remedy any LOS deficiencies in the
street system serving existing uses.
Credit for pass-through trips
While not specifically required by the GMA,
several cities in Washington have adjusted
their impact fee cost basis to reflect vehicle
trips that use the city street system but
have neither their origins nor their destinations within the jurisdiction. In other words,
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the vehicles pass through the city without
stopping. An argument can be made that
developments in the city should not have
to pay for that portion of the street system
capacity that is consumed by these trips.
This is achieved by reducing the estimated
costs of the impact fee projects by a percentage that reflects the estimated portion
of pass-through trips. The methodology
used to derive this credit is also described
in the consultant’s Technical Memorandum.
Developer construction
The estimated costs were adjusted (reduced) to account for the portions of the
identified street system improvements that
would likely be constructed by new development as part of their required on-site
public street improvements and/or frontage
improvements. This means that development will not receive offsets against their
impact fees for construction of portions of
the fee projects that are part of the development’s on-site improvements.
Estimated grant contributions
An estimate based on professional judgment was made of the amount of grant
revenues that may help fund the impact fee
projects and the total project costs were
reduced to reflect these revenues. Though
this particular adjustment is not statutorily required, the GMA does provide that
the impact fee rates, “shall not exceed a
proportionate share of the costs of system
improvements that are reasonably related to
the new development.” This adjustment is
one way to assure that this provision is met.
Impact fee cost basis
The final adjusted total costs of all of the
identified improvements in the service area
were added up and are referred to as the
cost basis of the impact fee.
Forecast new trips
The number of weekday afternoon (PM)
peak-hour trips likely generated by existing
land uses and future land uses (i.e., new
development) was estimated using the
Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Report. Figure 3 shows the land
uses in the East Lake Stevens service and
the corresponding ITE rates used.
The land use information came from
parcel-level land-use data and the adopted
GMA Comprehensive Plan future land
use map. This task is much easier today
than it was a decade ago because of the
progress made in integrating all of the land
use information and parcel-based assessor
data into GIS. Using ITE trip generation to
estimate the new trips for the impact fee
formula robustly matches the way in which
trip generation is estimated for each new

20
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Figure 3: East Lake Stevens Service Area Land Uses and
ITE Trip Generation Rates
Land-Use Type

ITE #

Page #

ITE PM Peak
Hour Trip Rate
Per ITE Unit

ITE Units

Pass-By
Reduction
%

General Light Industrial

110

101

0.97

1,000 SF

0%

Warehousing

150

210

8.69

Acre

0%

Mini-Warehouse

151

229

0.26

1,000 SF

0%

Utilities

170

287

0.76

1,000 SF

0%

Single-Family Home

210

292

1.01

Residence

0%
0%

Apartment

220

329

0.62

Residential
Unit

Condominium

230

390

0.52

Residential
Unit

0%

Mobile Home

240

438

0.59

Mobile
Home

0%

Hotel

310

582

0.59

1,000 SF

0%

Elementary School

520

944

1.21

1,000 SF

0%

Middle School

522

957

1.19

1,000 SF

0%

High School

530

978

0.97

1,000 SF

0%

Church

560

1046

0.55

1,000 SF

0%

General Office Building

710

1205

1.49

1,000 SF

0%

Medical Dental Office Building

720

1240

3.46

1,000 SF

0%

Post Office

732

1281

11.12

1,000 SF

0%

Govt Office Complex

733

1295

2.85

1,000 SF

0%

Building Materials/Lumber Store

812

1368

4.49

1,000 SF

48%

Specialty Retail

814

1388

2.71

1,000 SF

25%

Supermarket

850

1576

10.50

1,000 SF

36%

Hair Salon

918

1769

1.45

1,000 SF

25%

Drinking Place

925

1773

11.34

1,000 SF

44%

Quality Restaurant

931

1778

7.49

1,000 SF

44%

Automobile Care Center

942

1883

3.38

1,000 SF

43%

development to calculate its total impact
fee assessment. Note that trip generation
in travel demand models will not match
estimates using ITE. Therefore, within
impact fees developed from travel-demand
models, there can be a disconnect between
the estimates of trips used in the impact fee
formula and the estimates of trip generation
for the developments assessed the impact
fees. Thus, compared with model-based
systems, the method used by the City of
Lake Stevens for the East Lake Subarea
may do a better job of ensuring that developers pay a fair proportional share.
Maximum impact fee
and adopted fee rate
The final calculation is to divide the impact
fee cost basis by the forecast new trips
to derive a cost per trip number. This is
the maximum impact fee that can legally
be charged to a new development for
each new weekday PM peak-hour trip it
generates. Because of the legal provision
that impact fee rates “shall not exceed a
proportionate share of the costs of system
improvements that are reasonably related
to the new development,” the actual fee
rate adopted by the Lake Stevens City
Council could not exceed that maximum
amount calculated.

Figure 4: City of Lake Stevens
Impact Fee Cost Basis (Rev. 13, Sept. 2012)
TRAFFIC IMPACT ZONES (TIZ)
TIZ 1
East Lake
Stevens

TIZ 2
West Lake
Stevens

TIZ 3
South Lake
Stevens

TIZ 2 + T1Z3
W&S Lake
Stevens

1. Total Estimated Project Costs $43,472,150

$41,052,100

$69,646,880

$110,698,980

2. Developer Construction

$26,303,532

$25,389,395

$43,390,342

$68,779,737

3. Estimated Grant Dollars

$10,398,545

$5,554,276

$7,696,034

$13,250,310

4. Adjusted Cost 1

$6,770,072

$10,108,429

$18,560,504

$28,668,933

5. Existing PM Peak Hour Trips

4,064

5,448

3,957

9,405

6. Forecast New PM Peak Hour
Trips

2,200

1,425

4,779

6,204

7. Total PM Peak Hour Trips

6,264

6,873

8,736

15,609

8. Tax Credit

23%

12%

39%

26%

$5,242,063

$8,860,498

$11,246,624

$21,154,829

# Item

9. Adjusted Cost 2
10. Pass Through Adjustment
11. Final Adjusted Cost
12. Maximum Impact Fee

14%

14%

14%

14%

$4,485,051

$7,580,943

$9,622,486

$18,099,835

$2,039

$5,320

$2,013

$2,917

Notes on items by number
1. Total costs of capacity impact fee projects based on 2012 DEISs for subareas plus additional
work by City Engineer.
2. Expected portion of developer construction of impact fee projects.
3. Estimated grant dollars that are anticipated to be sought after on some of the identified projects.
4. Reduces costs by expected value of developer construction of on-site improvements. Means
that developers will not receive credit for on-site street improvements.
5. Estimated average number of PM peak hour vehicle trips generated by existing residents and
land uses on a typical weekday. Data comes from the DEIS greenhouse gas reports and parcellevel land use data provided by Snohomish County Planning via City staff.
6. Forecast new PM peak-hour trips expected to be generated by new development consistent
with subarea plans and adopted land use plans.
7. Total Forecast Future PM Peak Hour Trips (Existing trips plus new trips).
8. RCW 82.060(1)(b) requires that the formula for calcuating impact fees include an adjustment for
taxes paid by new development for the identified fee projects. An example of a potential tax is
when a purchaser of a new building which includes impact fee costs and then pays taxes on the
total sale amount. This RCW is intented to prevent double taxation.
9. Project costs after tax credit.
10. Estimate of the percentage of trips that pass through Lake Stevens with neither origin or
destination in Lake Stevens. Based on 20th St SE Street Corridor which has more pass through
trips than most City streets.
11. Final adjusted cost, often referred to as the “cost basis”.
12. Maximum possible impact fee that could legally be charged for each new PM peak-hour trip
generated by development. Calculated by dividing the final adjusted cost by the number of
2025 new PM peak hour trips.

“The objective is to provide transparency
and enable the city to update the data,
which in turn updates the calculations.”

Donkey Creek Restoration

100-PERCENT EMPLOYEE-OWNED | WWW.PARAMETRIX.COM

Making it easy to update
the impact fee cost basis by
putting everything into one
set of spreadsheets
Over time the impact fee cost basis
changes. For example, impact fee projects are completed or scopes change, or
cost estimates are updated to reflect inflation. To make sure that the adopted rates

continue to be valid (i.e., less than the
calculated maximum), it is important that
the impact fee cost basis is regularly updated. To facilitate this ongoing process,
GTC put into one set of spreadsheets (an
EXCEL workbook) all of the calculations
that went into the impact fee formula.
The objective is to provide transparency
and enable the city to update the data,
which in turn updates the calculations.
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When questions arise, it is possible to
access the spreadsheets and see exactly
where numbers came from and how they
were calculated. As things on the ground
change, the impact fee cost basis can
be updated. If the calculated maximum
impact fee falls below the adopted rate,
then the city engineer has the numbers in
hand to take to the city council to adopt a
lower rate. At such a point in time where
significant changes have occurred, such
as large increases in project costs, or
major land use changes, the engineer has
the tools to initiate a major update without
having to hire consultants.
One sheet (see Figure 4) consists of
the summary, which displays for each
subarea the dozen or so primary numbers
such as the aggregated project costs, the
individual cost adjustments, the current
and forecast total number of vehicle trips,
and the maximum possible impact fee.
These numbers are linked to the separate
worksheets used to derive the numbers
and contain all the data, the sources of
the data, and calculations. Some of these
worksheets contain numbers which are in
turn derived from other worksheets.

Concurrency management
The concurrency management system
uses the same LOS methodology and
standards as those used to evaluate the
identified system improvements, show
that they are reasonably related to the
growth planned in the Comprehensive
Plan, and justify them as impact fee
projects. In other words, a proposed new
development would fail to achieve concurrency if it caused the LOS of a subarea
to fall below the adopted standard. This
could occur at some point in the future
if the rate of development exceeded the
rate at which the impact fee projects
were designed, fully funded and completed (allowing for GMA’s six-year lag).
If it came to the point where LOS for a
subarea failed to achieve the adopted
standard, then developments that could
not proceed would have the option of
making off-site improvements to remedy
the LOS deficiency. Because the subarea
LOS is an average of the LOS at all of the
key intersections, there would be flexibility
in what improvements a developer could
choose to make. In other words, any improvements constructed by the developer
in the subarea, that raised the overall
average sufficiently, could enable concurrency to be achieved. Even improvements
that were not part of the impact fee cost
basis could be used, although a developer would not get offsets to their impact
fees for such improvements.
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Program implementation
and experience to date
The first step the city did in implementing
the program was to prepare a Developer’s
Workbook. The intent of the workbook was
to provide an easy to follow, user-friendly
document that required no knowledge of
traffic engineering. The result is a sevenpage document that provides a brief overview of the methodology, program policies,
fee calculation instructions, and a Traffic
Impact Fee Determination Worksheet. The
response from the development community was that the program is indeed easy to
understand and use and is great during the
feasibility phase of a development. All of
the developers appreciate the fact that the
program does not require a traffic study
to be performed, and that there are no
unknowns upfront.
The city has been operating under this
program for over 10 months and has only
received positive support for its implementation. With some of the larger developers, both residential and commercial, they
particularly like that concurrency is covered
under one program, and they greatly appreciate the cost savings during the feasibility
phase. From a city staff perspective, the

program has been a great time saver in review and processing. It has allowed staff to
give better customer service to developers
by providing them a definitive method where
they can easily estimate their mitigation
costs. In some cases, particularly with very
small developments, staff has been able to
work with the developer to help them complete the worksheet in just a few minutes.

Conclusion
The City of Lake Stevens has recently adopted an integrated GMA-based traffic impact fee/concurrency management system.
The new system is notable in being less
labor-intensive to develop and maintain than
systems that rely on travel-demand models.
The system is simplified by intersectionbased LOS analysis, averaged across key
intersections for each subarea. This in turn
enabled a set of street-system capacity improvements to be evaluated collectively as a
set for each subarea. The method facilitated
the establishment of the ideal LOS standard
to pass the three-part impact fee identification process and thereby demonstrate a
reasonable relationship between the growth
planned in the Comprehensive Plan and the
need for the impact fee projects.

“The city has been operating under
this program for over 10 months
and has only received positive support
for its implementation.”
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ASK MRSC
MRSC is a research nonprofit that offers local government staff free, one-to-one consultation
with legal and policy consultants. Below is a featured response to two such questions from
John Carpita, MRSC Public Works Consultant. If you work for a city, county, or contracted
special purpose district, Ask MRSC by calling 800-977-6553 or emailing AskMRSC@mrsc.org.

Doesn’t That Get Your Goat!

Once in a while. I get a research request
that appeals to my (admittedly) wry sense of
humor. Many of you, I am sure, have heard
of goats being used for vegetation (weed)
control. Probably some of you have even
contracted with goat herders for vegetation
and weed removal services.
The question posed, by a small Washington city, was whether any agencies have
established their own goat herds.
“Does any municipality have history with
goat ownership, recommendations,

policies, advice? (How many to get,
species, special vet needs, etc.)”
		 So, intrepid investigator that I am, I
sent the request out to a very wonderful
and responsive group of city/county
engineers and public works directors
across the state. I couldn’t resist
prefacing the request with: “I almost
hesitate to send this one out, due to
the high probability of goatesque jokes
being generated.” So, sure enough,
among the really serious responses was
a smattering of whimsy:

		 “I want to respond but don’t want to
be identified. Is it acceptable to keep
my comments a-nanny-mous?”
John: I am looking for information on
groups of goats
Duncan: Herd of Goats
John: Yeah, I have heard of goats!
Duncan: No, a goat herd
John: What do I care if a goat heard, I
have no secrets to keep from a goat…
(You so invited this…)
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Chart: 2012 Annual Shoreline Pilot Program Cost per Square Foot

No thoughts about grooming a herd of our
own – too hard to get the city logo to stick
to their sides…
But seriously folks …Why goats?
Well, they eat practically anything and
everything, and can climb on rough or steep
terrain very easily. They are an environmentally benign alternative to herbicides and/
or gas-powered brush removal equipment,
well suited for ecologically sensitive areas.
A number of respondents said that their
agencies had used goats for vegetation
removal through companies that provide
such services, but only one agency, a city,
actually experimented with having their own
herd. That city’s public works director at
the time recommended: “Have a professional goat herder rent them to you. This is
a feel-good program and gets good press,
but requires a lot of work for the return. We
found that we could easily power through
any vegetation in a few hours that would
take days or weeks to complete with the
two goats we used.”

Service Type

Treatment Area

Cost per Square Foot

Animal

131,000 sq. ft.

$0.17

Conventional

92,000 sq. ft.

$0.25

What’s on the menu?
Goats will eat: Blackberries; English
Ivy; Japanese Knotweed; Common
Tansy; Morning Glory; Leafy Spurge;
Dalmatian Toadflax; Canada Thistle;
Yellowstar Thistle; Knapweed (Diffuse,
Spotted, Russian).
Keeping them off of ornamental
shrubs can be a challenge, so these
must be protected, for the sake of both
plants and goats. Rhododendrons,
particularly, are deadly to goats. Note
that most goats prefer the plants listed
above to grass-type plants, so you
wouldn’t use a goat herd for lawn mowing or grassy detention/retention ponds.
Craig Madsen, Healing Hooves
LLC, points to the importance of
taking care of the goats. Madsen uses
portable electric fencing that’s 35
inches tall with eight wires. That keeps
his goats safe, as does surveying
the area for poisonous plants before
he goes in. “You have to know your
plants,” he says, adding that he’s seen
some locations “where you have to
keep them out of certain areas.” Even
with the herder’s vigilance, goats are
at risk.
Ed Portnow, Earthcraft Services,
related the sad tale of one site in
Shoreline where a well-intentioned
neighbor threw his rhododendron
clippings over the fence. The entire
herd was sickened and only intensive
care by Ed and veterinarians kept
them from dying.

Weed & brush
control with
attitude!

We manage our herd of goats to help
you manage your land, the natural way.
Healing Hooves LLC is owned and operated by Craig & Sue Lani Madsen,
based in Edwall, WA & travelling to serve clients across the state.

www.healinghooves.com | 509-990-7132
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Shoreline Pilot Project
The city of Shoreline, like many cities, has
stormwater facilities scattered throughout
the city. Some of these are surrounded by
steep hillsides and otherwise inaccessible
terrain. As a result, vegetation management
is difficult. In 2011, Earthcraft Services and
the city partnered in a pilot program to determine if the use of goats made economic
and community relations sense.
Five sites were selected, with a variety
of needs and conditions. An extensive
community relations effort, with mailers
and door-to-door visits with adjoining
property owners, was made. Reaction
was overwhelmingly positive. One person
even emailed: “Pardon my language, but I
have to put it this way: This is the #$%^ing
COOLEST THING THE CITY HAS EVER
DONE!!!!! You guys are brilliant! Love it!”
Physical and fiscal results were also
positive. City of Shoreline Project Engineer
Eric Gilmore noted in a recent presentation

at the Spring APWA Conference that the
level of service is at least similar to brush
cutting on previously maintained sites.
Four out of five sites showed savings on
a square foot basis. Absolute costs were
similar: $22,365 (animal) vs. $23,376
(conventional) per site, but with about
30% more area maintained.

Notes from other sources
Goats are not limited to Washington.
A Wall Street Journal article (2010)
notes that, “as more homeowners,
businesses and towns seek to maintain
land with fewer chemicals or fossilfuel-powered machinery, a growing
number are trying goats to get rid of
unwanted vegetation. Internet rivals
Google Inc. and Yahoo Inc. hired herds
to clear around their Northern California
headquarters this year.”
Craig Madsen, Healing Hooves LLC
notes that in heavily vegetated Western

Washington, goats will clear one to two
acres in three days, while a herd will clear
three to six acres in Eastern Washington in three days, all dependent on the
amount of vegetation that needs to be removed. At $800 to $1,000 per day, many
hire Craig’s goats to do the initial cutback
and then manage the remaining weeds
in other ways. He also adds that goats
are good for steeper slopes and sensitive
areas where heavy equipment is not feasible. “The costs are in the transportation,
labor and experience of the manager,”
said Madsen. “Costs also vary depending
on any special complexities of the site –
human and geographic.”

Other resources

Agency comments

Integrated Weed and Vegetation Control,
MRSC webpage

Maple Valley (Ken Srilofung, Surface Water
Management & NPDES Program Manager):
“The city of Maple Valley has used goats
to take of vegetation/weed including
blackberry and scotch broom in the past

Goats in Stormwater Facilities?
APWA Presentation by Ed Portnow,
Earthcraft Services and Eric Gilmore,
City of Shoreline, April 2014

three years. The information is posted on
our website.”
Columbia County (Andrew Woods, Public
Works Director): “We do not manage our
own goat herd. However, we have contracted for levee maintenance. We have one
company that we contract with through the
small works roster. It has been very successful. The cost is about the same as chemical
application. However, the community appreciates not applying the chemicals and the
entertainment value of the goat herd cannot
be measured. It turns into a mobile petting
zoo a few weeks every year.”

30 years of designing sustainable solutions
Critical Areas Assessment
Mitigation & Restoration
River Engineering
Planning & Permitting

Kirkland, WA • (425) 822-5242
Wenatchee, WA • (509) 667-8181

watershedco.com

Landscape Architecture
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Highest infiltration rate and lowest
maintenance of any permeable surface…
ACF West is the local
distributer of PaveDrain
with Locations at:
15540 Woodinville-Redmond Rd, Bldg A #400, Woodinville, WA 98072 425-415-6115
2505 Frank Albert Rd, Bldg B #111, Fife, WA 98424 253-922-6641
8951 SE 76th Dr, Portland, OR 97206 503-771-5115

What does your pavement do for you?

www.pavedrain.com
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Corp. Headquarters
Seattle, WA
206.632.8020
Richland, WA
Portland, OR
Anchorage, AK
Fairbanks, AK
Sacramento, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Denver, CO
Saint Louis, MO
Jacksonville, FL
www.shannonwilson.com

Integrated Services for
Public Works Projects
• Geotechnical / Seismic Engineering

• Geologic Hazard Evaluations
• Tunneling
• Instrumentation
• Construction Dewatering
• Hydrogeology
• Environmental Remediation
• Natural Resources

T

his summer, the Government Affairs Committee will roll out
an APWA Member Outreach Database. This has been on
our “to do” for some time and we are very excited about
this rollout.
Watch the APWA Weekly Bulletins for our invitation to upload
your information into the database. The database will be web
accessible and we will place a link on the GAC web page. The
link will take you to an online form that will allow you to update the
database with your information.
Once your information is in the database, we will be able to
contact you when issues in your area of expertise or interest come
before the legislature.
If you would like to know more about the database or the work
of the GAC, contact Jim Rioux, GAC Chair at 360-753-8484 or via
e-mail jrioux@ci.olympia.wa.us.

Solutions for Success
For more than thirty years, we
have been keeping our promise
to provide quality construction
management services.

Project Management | Construction
Management | Master Planning
| Scheduling | Cost Estimating |
Constructability Review | Inspection

425-577-0095

www.vanir.com

| celebrating 10 years serving the A/E/C community |
AECOM
APWA
CDM Smith
CH2M HILL
City of Seattle
Coughlin Porter Lundeen
Erlandsen Associates
Frank Coluccio Const.
GeoEngineers

Harris Associates
HDR Engineering
HEWITT
HNTB
Jacobs
Kleinfelder
Magellan Architects
Northwest Construction
ORB Architects

Thank you

Osborn Consulting
Parsons Brinckerhoff
PRR
SDA
SMR Architects
Transpo Group
TranTech Engineering
URS
WHPacific

| creative marketing solutions for professional services |
melissa t. quezada | principal
206.371.1594
melissa@q-consulting.biz
q-consulting.biz

•
•

Appraisal
Relocation

•
•

Beaver ton, Oregon
503-644-3436
www.rowainc.com

Negotiation
Preliminary Services

Providing services to Local Public Agencies in
Oregon and Washington.
COMPETENT PEOPLE • PURSUING PERFECTION • DELIVERING EXCELLENCE
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Sea Level Rise:
A Challenge for Washington’s
Coastal Communities

By Carol Tobin, MRSC Planning Consultant

C

oastal communities throughout the world face significant
challenges with rising sea levels. Increases in atmospheric
temperatures cause ocean water to expand and land ice to
melt. Rising sea levels coupled with increased severity and intensity of storms lead to increases in coastal inundation and erosion.
In Washington State, sea level projections estimate a middle range
rise of about 2.6 inches by 2030, about 6.5 inches by 2050, and
about 24 inches by 2100[i]. Although our situation is nowhere near
as dire as low-lying Florida’s, rising sea level is a major concern for
cities along Puget Sound as well as for our Pacific Coast communities. Only a few inches of sea level rise can make a difference in
flooding associated with increased rainfall and more intense wind,
storm surge, and tides.
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Challenges posed by sea level rise
Some of the risks of rising sea levels include:
• More frequent flooding events, including storm surges and
extreme high tides
• Damage to low-lying infrastructure in coastal communities
(such as wastewater treatment facilities).
• Disruption of port and harbor facilities and low-lying
transportation networks.
• Increased inundation and flooding of low-lying coastal lands,
including farmland.
• More potential bluff erosion and landslides, resulting in property
damage and potential human casualties.

• Loss of beach and near-shore habitat and resulting effects on
fisheries resources.
• Drainage problems.
Washington communities and sea level rise
In Washington State, the Department of Ecology (DOE) is the
primary agency that is working on climate issues and has
responsibility for the oversight of shoreline management. DOE has
been leading the charge on this issue, along with the University of
Washington’s Climate Impacts Group, Washington Sea Grant, and
other partners. DOE’s webpage on Sea Level Rise and Coastal
Hazards brings together many useful reports, resources, and
mapping and visualization tools.
Several Washington communities have begun to factor sea
level change into their comprehensive planning and public works
programming. Olympia has studied the impacts of sea level rise
on the downtown and infrastructure and has been working to
address inundation of Budd Inlet and Capitol Lake shorelines and
pipe backflow flooding. Sea level rise is addressed in the city’s
recently adopted shoreline master program and in the current
comprehensive plan update.
Seattle has mapped areas that are most vulnerable to sea
level rise. King County has assessed the vulnerability of major
wastewater facilities to flooding from sea level rise and has
included adaptation policies in its Strategic Climate Action
Plan (2012). The Gorst Watershed Subarea Plan, prepared by
Bremerton and Kitsap County, recommends adaptation measures
to account for sea level rise in the design of buildings and
impervious areas, as well as roadway, flood management, and
utility facilities. Also, a proposed mitigation measure could require
land use permit applicants along Sinclair Inlet to conduct a sea
level rise adaptation analysis.

What can local jurisdictions do?
Planning for sea level rise is a multi-step process just like any
planning process. The first step is to identify an overall planning
process appropriate for the community. Next, the community
needs to identify its vulnerability to the impacts from rising seas.
Once the vulnerable aspects of the community are known, then an
adaptation strategy can be developed with specific action plans.
Finally, implementation measures can be designed to specifically
target the vulnerable locations and facilities.
Communities can design implementation measures to address
sea level rise through their planning processes, regulatory tools,
capital investments and incentives, and through local leadership.
Planning tools
In Washington, local governments including Olympia and
King County are starting to consider sea level rise in their
comprehensive plans, shoreline master programs, climate
action plans, hazard mitigation plans, and other functional plans.
Recommendations may involve limiting new development in
highly vulnerable coastal areas and promoting new sustainable
development in appropriate non-vulnerable and upland areas.
Planners can use maps showing affected shoreline areas, FEMA
floodplain maps, visualization tools, and guidance manuals.
Regulatory approaches
Local governments can use many existing regulatory tools to
accomplish their goals. Critical areas ordinances and shoreline
regulations, which limit development in sensitive waterfront
areas and include setbacks and buffers, are among the most
useful tools for Washington communities to mitigate and adapt
to sea level rise. Other tools include: zoning and overlay zones;
subdivision and clustering regulations; building codes and resilient

“Communities can design implementation measures
to address sea level rise through their planning processes,
regulatory tools, capital investments and incentives,
and through local leadership.”
425.454.3160
hwlochner.com

Lochner’s civil and structural engineers,
planners, and design technicians provide
valuable professional services to clients
throughout the Pacific Northwest. We’re
a one-stop firm for innovative, efficient
solutions to your transportation
planning, design, and
alternative delivery needs.
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“Local governments can play a leadership role in
developing a coordinated approach to mitigation and
adaptation associated with sea level rise.”
design; floodplain regulations; and rebuilding restrictions. Favoring
soft-armoring, green techniques over traditional “hard” shoreline
protection, such as seawalls and dikes, can help to minimize
impacts of sea level rise. Rolling coastal management/rolling
easement ordinances are another option[ii].
Spending tools and incentives
Through local capital improvement programs, governments can
invest in appropriate infrastructure that is designed and located to
take sea level changes into account so that the public investment
will not be lost. The Port of Bellingham, which developed a
waterfront redevelopment project design that incorporates sea
level rise, is an example of this strategy. This involved raising the
site two to four feet to anticipate future conditions and protect the
port’s investment in its new facilities.
When funds are available, local governments, special districts,
and nonprofit organizations can purchase property at risk from
flooding and other natural hazards, including fragile habitat areas,
and preserve it as open space, parks, and conservation areas.
Conservation easements can be used to restrict development for
either compensation or tax benefits.
Other incentives can include tax reductions based on the
restricted use value of property and the transfer of development
rights to upland parcels.
Leadership opportunities
Local governments can play a leadership role in developing a
coordinated approach to mitigation and adaptation associated
with sea level rise. As a starting point, local governments should
designate a lead department or central office to coordinate
climate change programs and address sea level rise. Another
key strategy is to establish an internal working group comprised
of representatives from the main government departments with
responsibilities likely to be impacted by sea level rise. The City of
Shoreline created an interdepartmental sustainability team along
these lines to implement its sustainability strategy. Communication
and coordination with the broader community is also essential,
using advisory committees, public-private partnerships, public
meetings and workshops, and regional collaboration.
Concluding thoughts
Andy Haub, Olympia Public Works Water Resources Director, who
has been working on Olympia’s leading edge program on sea level
rise for many years, offers some insightful observations. Starting in
2007, the Public Works Department has developed annual work
plans that respond to climate change considerations. One of the
city’s strategies involves taking the overwhelming issue of climate
change/sea level rise and breaking it down into smaller, basic steps
that can be addressed incrementally over time. Each year, Public
Works staff meets with the city council to review progress and
approve the annual work program. Communication and community
education are essential to Olympia’s success. Also, the city holds
a yearly community forum that typically attracts about 100 people.
One of the takeaways from Olympia’s experience is that the city has
learned how vulnerable to flooding areas like Budd Inlet and Capitol
Lake are under current conditions, even without a rise in sea level.
This may be a useful lesson for other coastal communities.
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MRSC is interested in hearing from jurisdictions that have been
working on sea level rise issues. Please comment on this blog or
contact me at ctobin@mrsc.org.
Resources
Adapting to Climate Change: a Planning Guide for State Coastal
Managers, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), 2010 – Helps coastal managers develop and implement
adaptation plans to reduce the risk associated with climate change
impacts affecting their coasts.
Adaptation Tool Kit: Sea Level Rise and Coastal Land Use – How
Governments Can Use Land-Use Practices to Adapt to Sea-Level
Rise, Georgetown Climate Center, 2011 – Excellent resource for
planners; many of the ideas in this article are discussed in more
detail in this helpful toolkit.
Synopsis of an Assessment: Policy Tools for Local Adaptation to
Sea Level Rise, by Barbara J. Lausche, Technical Report #1419,
Mote Marine Laboratory, October 2009 – Excellent paper; focuses
on Florida but includes many recommendations relevant to
Washington’s coastal communities.
Appendix A: Addressing Sea Level Rise in Shoreline Master
Programs, Shoreline Master Program Guidebook, Washington
State Department of Ecology
Sea Level Rise and Coastal Hazards webpage, Washington State
Department of Ecology
Coastal Hazard Resilience Network’s new online collaboration
tool, wacoastalnetwork.com, which can help direct you to coastal
hazard experts in Washington State
Digital Coast, NOAA – Includes a host of tools and information,
such as:
Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer
Sea Level Affecting Marshes Model Viewer – Simulates potential
impacts of long-term sea level rise on wetlands and shorelines
The Nature Conservancy’s Coastal Resilience Network
Additional resources will be available soon on MRSC’s Climate
Change webpage. Thank you to Jamie Mooney and Nicole Faghin,
Washington Sea Grant, University of Washington, and Andy Haub,
City of Olympia, for assistance with this article.
Notes
[i] Sea Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and
Washington: Past, Present, and Future, National Research Council,
2012 – Full report and Report in brief.
[ii] Rolling coastal management and rolling easement ordinances
combine different land-use regulations to ensure that coastal
development does not impede the natural inland migration of
coastal resources.
Editor’s Note: Previously published on MRSC Insight, April 28,
2014. Reprinted with permission.

Visit us online at apwa-wa.org

Pacific Northwest Technology Leaders in
Survey, Mapping, and Construction Solutions
www.geoline.com

GeoLine Headquarters
13218 NE 20th ST. #400
Bellevue, WA 98005
800.523.6408

Service Center
7800 SW Durham RD. #100
Tigards, OR 97224
503.620.5244

Additional Offices: Spokane, WA & Boise, ID

Putting nature on its side.
Turning an industry on its head.

Seattle
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Vancouver
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Yakima
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Helping Washington State Cities
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This is where great begins.
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Ideas transform
communities

11/8/2013 10:05:55 AM

Who or What
is the IACC?
T

he Infrastructure Assistance Coordinating Council (IACC)
consists of federal, state, non-profit associations, and tribal
organizations committed to the development, improvement,
and maintenance of local infrastructure. IACC helps communities
save time and money and helps to solve the problem of tracking
down available technical expertise and funding options for their
infrastructure projects. The IACC provides services such as:
• Technical assistance
• Project coordination
• Infrastructure funding coordination
• Annual conference (September 30-October 2, 2014
in Wenatchee)
With over 25 years of experience in funding and developing
solutions to infrastructure challenges, IACC has worked with
these types of projects and more:
• Drinking water protection
• Wastewater treatment
• Rails, roads, and bridges
• Solid waste management
• Stormwater management
• Telecommunications
• Community facilities
IACC’s members include:
• Association of Washington Cities
• Washington State Association of Counties
• Washington Public Utility District Association
• Association of Water and Sewer Districts
• USDA Rural Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Protection Agency
Indian Health Services
Evergreen Rural Water of Washington
Rural Community Assistance Corporation
Municipal Research and Services Center
Community Economic Revitalization Board
Public Works Board
County Road Administration Board
Transportation Improvement Board
Department of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
Department of Commerce
Department of Ecology
Governor’s Office of Regulatory Assistance
Department of Health
Department of Transportation
Recreation & Conservation Office

What IACC customers say:

Mayor, Town of Coulee City: “For us, the Tech Team was of
great value as we were able to share information regarding our
infrastructure needs and receive valuable input from various
funding sources at one time and place.”
Fund Coordinator, City of Sultan: “I’d be happy to be your
poster child for IACC Tech Team Success Stories.” Quote referring
to the US 2 and Sultan Basin Road Realignment and now moving
forward on the Pedestrian and Bicycle Bridge.
Economic Development Director, City of West Richland: “It
was tremendous to be able to meet together with the tech team
members to gain their insight and advice. We took ample notes
and plan to continue our follow-up.”

From start
to finish...
8697 W. GAGE BOULEVARD
KENNEWICK, WA 99336
509.735.1589
907 FRANKLIN STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98680
360.696.8498

GLOBAL EXCELLENCE BY DESIGN
Architecture | Civil | Structural | Mechanical | Electrical

MEIERINC.COM
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OSTROWSKI’S OUTLOOK

strowski’s
utlook 1

Change is good. We learned this as babies.
Without frequent changes, our diapers
would explode with devastating results. As
public works professionals we’re equally
aware of the need for frequent changes of
our communities’ figurative diapers.
So why do we talk about change as if
it’s something bad and hard to do? Change
happens all the time and most changes are
good. Some are hard to deal with.
I think we all like change if the change
is our idea. When it’s someone else’s idea
we are bothered because now we have to
do something we didn’t have to do before.
We like someone else’s change idea only
if it makes our life easier. We all tend to be
early adopters of things that allow us to do
our jobs or live our lives more fruitfully.
Nobody told me to change the way I
write Ostrowski’s Outlook, but I thought
that after 15 years and 60 essays it was
time to try something new. When I asked
people what they thought, some of them
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came up with suggestions that I’ve consolidated into the new format for this effort.
What you’ll find at the end of my essay will be the reactions from my regular
readers who received an advance copy of
this article. You may like their comments
more than my essay, but I’m hoping that
the whole effort will be more enjoyable and
informative for you. If you feel inspired and
want to join the discussion in the future,
just send me an email at ostrowj@pacifier.
com and I’ll put you on the advance copy
list. Now I have a couple of changes I’d like
you to consider.
We often try to change things by getting
new laws passed. What we sometimes
forget is that we don’t need a law to tell us
to do something. We just need the law to
make it legal.
I’m thinking of street utilities. We tried
to set them up legally many years ago
but the State Supreme Court said street
utilities weren’t true utilities and were just

another way to tax people. Since the rate
structure wasn’t based on property value
the tax structure didn’t pass muster. Keep
in mind that the Supremes didn’t say you
couldn’t have a street utility. They just said
that the way the law was written didn’t get
you there. Other states have street utilities
and they haven’t been negated by those
states’ Supreme Courts. So the concept
isn’t wrong, just the execution.
You’re probably thinking that I’m going
to suggest another try at legislation to set
up street utilities. I’m not. Instead I’m going
to suggest that you set up your own street
utilities without the force of law. I’m not
suggesting you break the law; just don’t feel
limited by it. There is nothing prohibiting you
from keeping a separate set of books to keep
track of expenses and revenues as if you
actually had a street utility. You can estimate
the revenue that a utility would generate and
use it to show how your utility budget might
be balanced if one really existed.

You can also structure your non-utility
to better manage your street system. Your
annual report will show what might have
been and give you an opportunity to try
to manage the system as if it was a real
utility. You can look to your existing water,
sewer and drainage utilities for guidance.
You can also look to Oregon and Colorado
for other cities that have legal utilities.
You might get some good ideas. You also
might be able to paint a picture of what the
future might look like and possibly even
build support for a better way to do things.
This approach requires a bit of a paradigm
shift. Don’t look at a street utility as a new
source of revenue but as a better way to
manage the asset. You also might be able
to manage other things better if you don’t
wait for someone to tell you to do it.
When I worked for Vancouver, we had
split responsibilities in our utilities. The
public works director was responsible for
most of the utility’s planning, operation and
maintenance. The Finance Department
handled billings and meter readings and
budgeting and accounting. Occasionally,
the city manager stepped in to help out.
We found that things were falling
through the cracks and batons were
being dropped and all the other figures
of speech that we use to describe what
happens when accountability isn’t defined
for different departments sharing management responsibilities.
We solved the problem by inventing
the Utility Management Board. We met
monthly to go over the books and get
reports on the status of a variety of things

needing to be done. The board consisted
of the public works director, finance
director and assistant city manager. Usually about 10 other employees attended
the meeting or brought issues for us to
consider. We had formal minutes, but we
were never formally recognized by any
sort of legal document. I doubt that they
still hold these meetings, but it worked for
us and we bragged about it when we had
bond sales.

We can predict the future in so many
ways but we can’t get the public to
trust our projections until after they’ve
happened. Human brains don’t get
too excited about future projections,
so we’ve always had trouble with this.
The keynote speaker was Eric Haseltine
and his book Long Fuse, Big Bang talks
about how to light long fuses to get
around that short-term thinking we’re
all plagued by.

“You can estimate the revenue that a utility
would generate and use it to show how your
utility budget might be balanced if one really existed.”
The point is that we didn’t try to reorganize anything or change reporting relationships or anything else. We just focused on
better management and worked it out.
I don’t expect that you’ll run out and
do both of the things I suggest. I do hope,
however, that it gets you thinking about
analogous projects you might take on.
I may never know if someone is
inspired by my suggestions but if I don’t
make them I know it can’t happen.
I wondered about something similar
after hearing the keynote speaker at the
Wednesday lunch at the Tacoma Spring
conference. He wasn’t just an interesting
speaker. He actually has the answer to all
of our public works problems.

I thought it was a stroke of genius that
Toby Rickman gave copies of Eric’s book
to four of the first-timers attending the
conference. They probably have the most
time remaining to them and might have the
most to gain from lighting a long fuse.
One way to light a long fuse is what I’m
suggesting for street utilities. Painting a
better picture of what the future could look
like and focusing the discussion on management could lead to incremental steps
leading to an ultimate piece of legislation
to authorize what you’re1already doing.
As I said earlier, I have no idea how many
people in the room decided to try Eric’s
suggestions. I hope I’ve been able to
nudge a few of you to consider it.
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Reader Responses
As a county guy, I really liked your
description of how a de-facto street
utility could work. On the county side
of public works we have our county
road funds which are managed pretty
much as you are suggesting for the
de-facto utility.
The road fund is protected from
being pilfered by RCW... to a certain
extent, anyway. And that’s a huge
benefit to our ability to sustain preservation and capital programs.
Thanks again for your insight.
Bill Wright, P.E.

I don’t know if we are as much adopters and adapters. We have trouble
moving ourselves out of our comfort
zones – like waking us when we would
rather keep on sleeping. We tend to
stay in our comfort zone until we can
move to an equally comfortable zone.
Comfort zones are what we gravitate
to in the absence of motivation. We
don’t always look for the law to make
things legal, as much as we look to the
law to create the means to force others
to do things our way.
Stormwater utilities were another
good example of your discussion of
setting up ways to do what was needed
before the law required it. The newer
term is a “storm water utility” but the
older term was just a storm drainage
“program.” It looked a lot more like a tax
than a fee that was levied to address
infrastructure under the guise of a bond
issue and later became the utility to
manage program requirements that the
law put into place after EPA got tired of
harassing the sewer utilities. The idea
was the same in creating a means to an
end; irony was that we worked through
the challenge of someone telling you
not to do it, or you can’t do it, until
eventually it became something someone says you have to do.
Lighting long fuses sounds a lot like
what was once described to me as
tilting at windmills. This was a phrase
one of my early mentors used. It was
his approach to paradigm shifting that
required patience, planning and careful
persistence.
Brian A. Borgstadt, P.E.
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First, none of the “general fund” activities are required to maintain the accounting
structure of the utilities which is mandated. That doesn’t mean that they couldn’t
which is your point. And it’s more than just accounting for revenues and expenses resulting in a balanced budget. It also includes asset and depreciation accounting which
would be good for general fund assets but would face huge political obstacles. What’s
the asset value of streets and bridges, let alone city halls and parks? And to fund their
depreciation? Well, private businesses have to do it so why not government? Again,
it’s not that they couldn’t, but that it would take a significant effort and support. In the
end, it might be the way to go.
Another example, new laws require homeowner associations to conduct reserve
studies and address funding the depreciation as a way to inform their members of the
real value of their assets and not leave a liability for future owners. I live in a substantial
HOA with a marina, swimming pool, clubhouse and other community buildings as
well as our private streets. We also own the water system which has always met the
accounting rules for utilities. Now the board and members must review and determine
funding reserves for the “general fund” assets. It’s a challenging proposition and the
first vote to fund substantial reserves failed. We’re still on the hook for addressing it.
Secondly, we had a similar finance/public works separation of billing and accounting for the water/sewer/storm utilities. Finance controlled the purse strings.
Over time, by demonstrating that we could understand and manage the billing and
customer service, we were able and successful in transferring those functions to the
utility (which I managed). Now the meter readers and the billing/customer service
folks had to work better together because they had the same management. And
the utilities had the responsibility for accounting for revenues and expenses up to a
certain level, although the formal book accounting was still done in finance but they
worked a lot closer with us. And the utilities had to take the lead responsibility for
rate setting, not finance.
All of those examples of financial responsibility could and should be applied to
the general fund but I don’t expect that soon. It would also mean that public works
folks have to take serious responsibility for their financial management and not just
leave it to finance and the manager.
Larry Southwick

A few comments follow:
1. Change is also “the spice of
life,” as I often told my fellow
employees and my children.
Speaking of change, will you
have a current mug shot
sporting your new facial hairdo
for your new article format?
As I recall your picture that
routinely accompanied your
previous articles was taken
at a conference when I was
chapter president (I was
standing next to you right after
presenting a lifetime membership award to you).
2. Get input from national – ask
Anne – regarding execution,
i.e., setup without the force of
law for street utilities.
3. I sensed in the second half of
your article a valuable relationship between the utility board,
the youth of the public works
profession and Eric Haseltine’s
long fuse, big bang perspective. During my civil engineering career I found that many of
the most useful and enduring
ideas for beneficial change
came from the ranks of young
engineers. The youngsters
were bored by convention –
the status quo. They wanted
to apply their creative genius
to engineering challenges;
to make their mark on the
profession. Let’s engage them
in this issue of street utilities.
Include one of more young
engineers on the utility management board. For what they
lack in inexperience they may
compensate in critical thinking
and creativity. Apply the long
fuse, big bang approach. They
will inherit the results of their
early involvement and thus
may have a vested interest in
the utility management board’s
work products.
4. Ask the chapter’s transportation committee to address the
topic of better street utilities
in future chapter semi-annual
conference technical sessions.
Bill Goodwin, P.E.

The idea of tracking costs associated to streets like a utility and then reporting at the
end of the year what type of charges per resident would result in a balanced utility
budget is the right way to go. There have been many communities we have worked
with where residents were very upset when they received word that a stormwater utility was being formed to maintain the system. Once they saw it was a charge of $6 to
$8 a month to reduce the localized flooding that bogged down their commutes during
rain events they calmed down and some became champions for the program and won
over public support. I believe it would have gone better had it been presented in the
way you are suggesting for the street utility. Keep these types of insights coming!
Jon Davies

www.deainc.com

David Evans and Associates, Inc. creates innovative and
sustainable design solutions for transportation, land development,
energy, and water projects.
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Perk Filter
Media Filtration Device

Washington State
Department of Ecology
General Use Level Designation (GULD)
for Basic and Phosphorous Treatment
Perk Filter systems are available in vault
(as shown at left), manhole, and catch
basin configurations. A variety of system
configurations are available.
• Improved Performance
• Superior Service
• Cost Savings
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Innovative Stormwater Management Products since 1993

